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Every year, trolls knock down Kyri's door and gobble up her Christmas feast. But this year, the trolls

are in for a surprise: a boy and his pet ice bear on their way to Oslo have come in from the cold.

And once the ice bear is finished with the trolls, you can bet they won't come knocking next

Christmas Eve!Once again, Jan Brett creates an original Christmas story full of warmth and magic.

Featuring beautiful borders, intricate illustrations, and a stunning display of the Northern Lights,

Who's That Knocking on Christmas Eve? will rightfully take its place among Jan's Christmas

favorites with the whole family.
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Jan Brett has again combined a charming story with delightful characters and her usual stunning

artwork. Each page is a visual treat; casual readers will miss the subtle clues and detail skilfully

blended into the borders. The story invites lingering on each and every page. Although the story is

aimed at children aged 4 through 8...readers of all ages will love this treasure. It adds Brett's usual

magic to story time...and for readers without children of that age-buy it...you'll enjoy it yourself!

I love this book, and so do all the children I know who have had it read to them. The point of the

story is that trolls are incredibly stupid. Anybody looking for a deeper meaning will be disappointed.



Some of the reviewers asked if it's a retelling of a real Norwegian folktale. Indeed it is. The original

title is "The Cat on the Dovrefell" in Asbjornsen and Moe's "Norwegian Folktales" (1841).

What a marvel of a book! Jan Brett has an incredibly detailed and colorful style a la Michael Hague.

In this book, each illustration is presented as a triptych: the middle panel represents the text, and

the side panels present what is happening meanwhile with the other characters. Very neat trick.I like

that there is not TOO much text on each page, and there is a lovely repetitive cadence to the

storytelling.Although this is a good book to use in initiating learning about Scandinavia, it evokes the

Arctic in general. As someone who lived in Alaska for many years and had the good fortune to see

the Northern Lights and breathe the crisp frigid air until my nose hairs froze, I endorse Brett's artistic

expression of the Far North completely.This is a good family read for mixed-age children if the older

ones liked "The Golden Compass" or "Julie of the Wolves". Children who like this book may also

enjoy the gigantic "Gnomes" books full of Scandinavian lore.

My daughter (3 yrs old) never gets tired of reading this book, and there is so much detail that there

is always something new to discover so neither do I! The extremely dramatic story is exactly what

resonates with children - A scared little girl left alone in the house afraid of trolls and who might

knock, a brave Daddy that goes out on skis in the cold woods looking everywhere to find the trolls

and scare them away, trolls who are knocking, trying to get in and finally burst in, a polar bear that

gets poked in the nose, woken up, and roars around chasing them out, and trolls that are bad

because they don't share and want to eat everything so poor Kyrie and Daddy don't have anything

to eat for Xmas. Just scary enough with dramatic happy ending, my daughter acts it all out, and we

both pick out new pictures all the time (Kyrie sillouette cooking in kitchen, animals in the northern

lights, etc.) An absolute keeper, must buy you'll never tire of story or pictures.

This book tells the tale of a boy finding a polar bear cub and taming her into a renowned dancing

bear. In this telling Brett focuses on the encounter with trolls on Christmas Eve while on their way to

Oslo. The boy arrives with the bear at the house where the girl Kyri is preparing the food the trolls

will steal; her father has gone off to try to stop the troll from reaching the house. The bear ends up

driving off the trolls.There is another telling of this story available: Sister Bear: A Norse Tale by Jane

Yolen. Yolan reinterprets the tale into a tale of a girl finding the bear. She has the owner of the

house present, but only as he and his family leave, wanting to be gone before the trolls arrive. That

eliminates the (chaste) boy-girl angle of this version. "Sister Bear" ends up taking care of the trolls,



then moving on to success with the King of Denmark. The bear, again, is the hero, driving off the

trolls.Comparing the books is challenging. They are both well written, but take the tale from different

perspectives. The illustrations in "Sister Bear" are a bit more opulent, while those in "Who's That

Knocking ..." are more rustic, and have a more period feel.Forced to choose, I'd take "Who's That

Knocking ..." by a bear's whisker. But I could see getting both as a lesson on how tales can be told

more than one way.

Hilarious story of a group of marauding trolls who come up against a boy and his pet polar bear. The

trolls, who raid an arctic holiday feast each year, find out they are no match for the boy's "Kitty". Of

course Jan Brett, once again, out does herself, in both illustrations and a story-feast. Good

read-aloud for K-1, and readable for second & third graders.

I really enjoy this book! The most noteworthy thing is the illustrations, Jan Brett is a master. They're

just beautiful and so detailed. The story is nice as well. It doesn't necessarily flow perfectly and isn't

completely logical. These are things that usually bug me, but I'm okay with it, in part because the

story is so charming overall and in part because I know it's based on an old folktale and folktales

don't always make perfect sense. I also agree that the name of the book combined with the cover

illustration are misleading in regards to what the story is actually about.To those who are a bit

worried the book could be too scary for kids since it involves trolls breaking into a house, the trolls

don't hurt anyone or destroy the house. They just gobble up the Christmas feast.Spoiler alert- does

anyone understand why the father, who is supposed to be keeping his eyes open for trolls, turns

around and crawls into a little cave in one of the illustrations, an action that results in the trolls

getting into the house? My husband and I can't figure that one out!
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